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ABSTRACT 

A new texture feature extraction method utilizing 
dual tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) 
is introduced. The  complex wavelet. transform is 
a recenbly developed tool that  uses a dual tree of 
wavelet filters to find the real and imaginary parts 
of complex wavelet, coefficients (1). Approxin1ate 
shift. invariance, good directional selectivity, compu- 
tational efficiency properties of DT-CWT make it a 
good candidate for representing the texture features. 
In this paper, we propose a method for efficiently 
using the properties of DT-CWT in finding the di- 
rectional and spatial/freqiiency characteristics of the 
patterns and classifying different texture patterns in 
terms of these characteristics. Experimental results 
show that  the  proposed feature extraction and classi- 
fication method is efficient, in terms of computational 
speed and retrieval accuracy. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Efficient, text,iire representation is important. in 
search and retrieval of similar texture patterns 
from a large image database. There has been re- 
search on t.extnre feat,ure extraction by finding the 
spatial/frequency distribution of the  patterns with 
t.ools like t.he Gabor filters (a) ,  Teager filters (3 ) ,  
pyramid-struct,ured wavelet transform (4), and tree- 
structured wavelet transform ( 5 ) .  Tests indicate that  
t,he t,ext,ure fea,tures which can efficiently define di- 
rectional and spatial/frequency characteristics of the 
patterns lead t o  good texture analysis and classifica- 
tion results. 

Gabor filters have been used in texture analysis 
due to their good directional selectivity in differ- 
ent frequency scales (2). Rut there are drawbacks 
with using the Gabor filters in practical applica- 
t,ions. T h e  selection of filters is dependent on the 
image frequency charact,erist,ics. The  accurak im- 
plementation of a complet,e Gabor expansion would 
necessiatr an impractical number of filters. Also the 
discrete versions of the Gahor function should be 
obtained in order to be used for image applications. 

In tree struct,ured wavelet transform method, the 
given textured image is decomposed into 4 suhini- 

ages in low-low, low-high, high-low and high-high 
subhands. After calculating t.he energies of each 
subimage. t.he decomposihion is cont.iiiued only for 
the subhands wit,li energy greater t.lian a given 
threshhold. The  t.lireshhold is chosen as a cerbain 
percenhgr of t,he largest. energy value in t,he same 
level. This method rnablrs one t,o concent,rate only 
on t.he frequency channels t.hat. are significant, for 
the particular patt,erii. Sinrp t,he general assunipt.ioii 
t.hat t,hr energy of an image is concentrat.ed 011 t.he 
low-low hand is not valid for some texdure pa,t.terns, 
this method gives bett,er results than the pyramid- 
st,ructured wavelet. transform method. However, 
directional selectivit,y is poor when r e d  D W T  is 
used for t,he subband decoinposit.ion and t,he texture 
patt,erns with similar spatial/freqnency and differ- 
ent direcbional properties cannot, he differentiated. 
Also since small shifts in the input, signal can result, 
in large differences of D W T  coefficients a t  different, 
scales, same two patterns with small spat,ial shift,s 
will produce distant, feat.ure vectors. 

Previous work shows that  DT-CWT gives good 
results in image rrsboration and euhancement, (1). 
Remarkable improvement over using real D W T  for 
bhese image processing applirat,ions is oht,ained. 

In this paper, we use DT-CWT for deromposiug 
a textured image into six bandpass subimages that. 
are strongly oriented at, 6 different. augles and two 
lowpass subimages. Since higher directional selectiv- 
ity is obtained, t,he dominant, frequency channel and 
orientation of t.hr pattern is detect.ed with a higher 
precision. The  dominant orientations are found by 
comparing the energies of the dirrctionally t.uned 
bandpass and bhe lowpass images. The  complex 
wavelei, drcomposit,ion is cont,inu?d for t,hr most, sig- 
nificanl, subimages. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect.ion 2 ,  
the DT-CWT, its extension t,o t.wo dimensions, and 
ibs properties are explained. The  texture feature ex- 
t,raction and classificatioii algorit,hms are explained 
in  Section 3.  Efficiency comparisons with ot,her fea- 
t,ure ext.ract.ion methods are performed and result,s 
are list,ed in Section 4 .  Section 5 coiidaiiis t,hc dis- 
cussion of the results. 
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